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About this report

The assessment scales
A star rating is used for evaluating the driver
profile:
modest
solid
excellent

This report contains your candidate’s test results relating to
his potential for success as a professional driver. The test
results are shown on the basis of a driver profile.
The driver profile makes it possible to assess the candidate in
different areas for employment as a driver. The candidate is
Test results are given in percentile ranks. You
assessed on his ability to routinely control a vehicle, handle
can find further information on the assessment
critical situations, and to understand and analyze situations. It
scales in the glossary:
also shows how the candidate describes himself with regard
to safety relevant personality characteristics.
PR < 25 = below average
In so doing, the essential skills and personality characteristics
for the suitability of the candidate with regard to the demands
on a professional driver are apparent.
PR 25 - 75 = average
On the basis of these test results, training options for the
candidate will be suggested and customized interview guidelines provided.
PR > 75 = above average
The glossary at the end contains comprehensive explanations
and background information.
Please note that the test results contain personal details that
should be treated as confidential. You should therefore exercise care when passing on this
report.
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Disclaimer
This report is computer-generated. The findings are based on the candidate’s response behavior in selfassessment questionnaires and/or ability tasks. They depend on the test presentation conditions and on other
factors including the candidate’s experience, motivation, interest, self-awareness and mental and physical
state. SCHUHFRIED cannot accept responsibility for decisions made on the basis of information contained in
this report and cannot be held directly or indirectly liable for the consequences of using it. SCHUHFRIED does
not warrant that the report has not been changed. The information contained in the report is confidential. The
report should therefore be stored in accordance with international and national data protection guidelines and
legislation. Information on the scientific quality criteria and the tests used can be found in the glossary that
forms part of this report and in the test manuals and the HR sector manual.
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1. Summary of results
Overall assessment of Mustermann Max

Overall rating: excellent
11 of 12 Stars

92%

Driver profile for Mustermann Max

Vehicle
operation

Coping with
critical
situations

Test results of Mustermann Max
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Safety-Relevant
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2. Executive summary
In summary, Mustermann Max has excellent potential to successfully perform duties as a
professional driver. With a total score of 11 out of 12 stars, he does to 8% differ from the ideal
profile of a professional driver.
It is therefore recommended that Mustermann Max continues to be considered in the selection
process.
The recommendation is based on the score earned as part of testing Mustermann Max in the
four requirement areas of the driver profile:
›
›
›
›

His ability to routinely operate and control a vehicle can be considered excellent.
Furthermore, he should be able to manage critical situations very well.
He should be able to understand and analyze situations very well.
Mustermann Max shows at least adequate safety relevant personality characteristics.

It is recommended that you test the extent to which he can compensate for existing risks with
professional experience or training. In the section Training Options, information is given on
whether and how possibly required skills and characteristics can be improved and developed
at reasonable expense. You can also use the customized interview guidelines to review
specific opportunities and risks in a meeting with Mustermann Max.
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3. The driver profile in detail and the extent to which
Mustermann Max meets these criteria
3.1. Overview of the driver profile for Mustermann Max

Vehicle
operation
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Personality

3.2. Vehicle operation
Good ability to operate the vehicle is the foundation for a successful professional driver.
During the trip, a variety of things must be monitored at the same time. Is the speed appropriate? Is the vehicle properly within the lane? At the same time, the driver must recognize when
the turn signal should be used before changing lanes or when brakes should be applied at a
stop sign. Professional drivers also face the particular challenge of driving safely and error
free even on longer trips and to pay attention to the comfort of the passengers or safety of the
load.

Assessment
A driver must be able to continuously concentrate on their vehicle and their environment in
order to be able to note when actions are necessary. Mustermann Max shows an above
average level of this ability. He should be able to concentrate on the essentials for a long
time while driving. During the trip, he should therefore be able to pay close attention to
traffic signs and informational signs. Due to his above-average reaction speed, Mustermann
Max generally recognizes very quickly when it is necessary to take action. Such problems
could occur in a number of situations, whether correcting the lane, regulating speed, or
during loading and unloading of passengers or goods. In addition to detecting when action
is necessary, such action should also be performed as quickly as possible. Mustermann
Max is able to do this with above-average success, whereby it should be easy for him to
perform maneuvers such as counter steering or braking in a timely manner. This can
contribute to a driving style that is both safe and efficient.

Opportunity and risk analysis
Opportunities
 Can concentrate during very long drives on all important traffic-relevant tasks.
 Even in unknown situations he quickly recognize when there is a need to take action.
 A fast reaction can prevent the occurrence of critical situations while driving.

Risks
The test results do not identify any risks associated with the candidate in this area.
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4. The test results in detail
4.1. Overview of the test results of Mustermann Max

4.2. Ability factor
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4.3. Personality factors

5. Training options
5.1. Suggestions for improving the personality
factors
Personality traits are seen as stable and changeable only to a limited extent, however it is
possible to learn to be conscious of safety-relevant behavior. Testing should be done to see
whether a professional driver is aware of his responsibility in road traffic and acts accordin gly. Exploration of the candidate’s role in road traffic and the behaviors that result from them
can be used as a basis for taking targeted safety measures. Contrary to typical or previous
approaches, alternative approaches can be demonstrated in certain situations. Establishing
responsible and safety-conscious behavior requires motivation on the part of the employee
and feedback from managers and colleagues.

Risk avoidance
To reduce a professional driver'stendency for risk, a driver technique training session for
optimizing driving style is recommended, for example what is called "eco training". Here the
driver learns the benefits of a more proactive and lower risk driving style and also has the
opportunity to practice this with a coach. Additionally, the driver is shown the costs of
increased fuel consumption and vehicle wear and tear, as well as the traffic fines that are
incurred once risks like exceeding the speed limit or driving in a gear that is too low are
regularly taken. A safety-oriented driving style can be supported by rewarding an economical driving style, for example by participating in the economic savings. On the other hand,
involvement with penalties with a high-risk driving style can lead to more risk avoidance as
well.
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Mustermann Max (SAROAD)
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6. Structured interview guidelines for Mustermann
Max
6.1. Preparing for the interview
The interview offers the opportunity to discuss the candidate’s experience, knowledge, and
skills with him. It is also a chance to look for evidence of how the candidate’s personality
traits have been manifested in the past as a basis for assessing what impact they will have
in the future role.

The aim of the interview
Your aim should be to use the interview to form an assessment of the opportunities and
risks of the candidate in relation to the future job.
› Do the candidate’s strengths match the impression and his behavior in the interview?
› Has the candidate already developed appropriate ways of minimizing risks?
› Is the candidate self-aware and prepared to work on possible weaknesses?

Preparation for the interview

Read the candidate’s CV. What situations can you use as a basis for questions about
specific scenarios and activities?
Look at the test results. What opportunities and risks would you like to explore in more
detail? At what points in the interview could this best be done?
Make relevant notes in the interview guidelines. Highlight in the guidelines the questions
you want to ask. You don’t need to use all the questions offered; choose the ones that seem
best to you.

Greeting the candidate and structure of the interview
Greet the candidate, introduce yourself and summarize the aim and structure of the interview:

Aim of the interview:

› Get to know the candidate and his thoughts on the position of professional driver.
› Learning about the candidate’s motivation and previous experience
› Give the candidate information about the company and the job

Structure of the interview:
Provide a brief description of what will happen:
The following topics will be discussed in the next 30 to 60 minutes:
1. Career, experience and motivation
2. Discussion of specific work situations
3. The candidate’s questions about the company and the job
4. The next stages in the process
Tell the candidate that you are taking notes and that you may interrupt his answers in order
to focus on the points that are important to you. Answer any questions the candidate may
have and move on to the subject of career and experience.
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